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AMERICAN HOLOCAUST AND THE
COMING NEW WORLD ORDER
THIS BLOG IS ABOUT THE COMING CRISIS OF MARTIAL LAW AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER
AGENDA FOR AMERICA!IT ALSO OFFERS HOPE AND THE CHRISTIAN SOLUTION FOR THEIR
NEW WORLD ORDER'S "FINAL SOLUTION."
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2012

Washington DC DESTINED to GO UP IN FLAMES By NWO!

The terrifying truth as revealed to me personally by a USAF insider
By Pamela Rae Schuffert presenting investigative journalism from a Biblical Christian perspectivewww.AmericanHolocaustComing.blogspot.com

No one can ever know the deep internal burden I bear regarding this kind of heavy
information I have painstakingly uncovered throughout the years. This morning I woke up around 4
A.M. and could not get back to sleep. I climbed out of bed, made some hot oatmeal, and spent the early
morning praying for our nation and against the coming holocaust of the innocents at the hands of NWO
madmen and murderers.

I thought about all my years of research had uncovered. And then I began to ponder over
recent information coming in from all across America.

Reports of rogue Russian troops and Spetsnaz appearing in so many
locations...evidence of troop movements...heavy military equipment convoys reported moving across
America...huge armored HOMELAND SECURITY vehicles being transported and prepositioned across
the nation...Washington DC governing elite now vacating DC ...and so much more.
My readers know that I have long reported that FOREIGN TROOPS will be used to do the dirty work
against the American people that our own troops will be reluctant to perform against fellow Americans
under martial law.
One reader sent me an email asking me if something were about to come down. I let her know that it

certainly appears so!
By now so many Americans have become informed of the general NWO agenda for "Amerika", to
deliberately trigger martial law during the election year to stop the elections, WHEN their NWO puppet
President is firmly in place, so that they may thereby lock him into power as DICTATOR FOR LIFE
under martial law and THE NWO TAKEOVER OF AMERICA!
Many conspiracy theory researchers and commentators certainly admit that this SEEMS to be exactly
what is being prepared to come down soon!
I was given further insight into this, through an actual USAF insider, following a broadcast in Rapid
City, SD, when I hosted my own DEFENDERS OF LIBERTY broadcast in 1999.
After having broadcast live over a public phone in a public facility, I was approached by a man who
had overheard my broadcast.

"I just heard your broadcast, and because of what you were talking about, I am going to
give you information I was told by my father to NEVER REPEAT. My father is an USAF NATO general
working over in Europe for the NWO agenda. He told me that Ellsworth AFB lied to the public, when
they told them that the MISSILES HAD BEEN REMOVED FROM THE UNDERGROUND SILOS here in
Ellsworth."

Ellsworth AFB is right outside Rapid City, SD. I had even attended USAF church there
several times.

"He admitted that those missiles had been secretly diverted by
NATO sources from EXTERNAL TARGETS outside America, now to
INTERNAL TARGETS for a NWO/martial law agenda..."
I informed this contact, who would only give me his admitted code name of BRAVO 6, that I
already knew about this outrageous hidden agenda to divert many of our own missiles now to internal
targets within the CONUS (continental United States.)

AL CUPPETT (www.ALCUPPETT.com) my long term Pentagon info source and friend, had
already confirmed this to me personally, as revealed to him by a military general, who was visibly
angered over this shocking discovery as he discussed it one day with Al.
Al informed me that one day a general came to him, angry and sputtering, complaining to him about
what he had discovered about our own missiles in some cases being redirected towards internal
targets, all tied in with false flag/disaster with the intent of a martial law scenario being triggered.

"I believe you, " I said. "Now tell me...where have these missiles from Ellsworth been aimed
at?"

He named four locations.
"Washington, DC; Omaha, NE (home to Offutt AFB); Cheyenne
Mountain, Colorado Springs, CO; and Rapid City, SD."
The fact that Washington DC was named as one of the targets, perfectly confirmed
what I had heard repeatedly from NWO insiders: that Washington DC was destined to go up in smoke
and flames to bring an end to the OLD order of what was once our nation's Capitol, and that the NEW
Capitol of America under martial law and the NEW WORLD ORDER was destined to be DENVER,
COLORADO.

I had also received word that the CIA had been quietly relocating their offices from

McLean, VA in the DC area, to DENVER. Other government functions were doing so quietly as well. Still
other government offices were relocating 50 miles or more outside Washington DC.
DENVER, COLORADO

And NOW, we have reports of Congress vacating prematurely during this election
year, and reports of strange activities centered around the underground base MOUNT
WEATHER,VIRGINIA, a place of safety for VIP's and government elite in the case of national emergency
or martial law, and so much more happening across the nation.

The question on the lips and minds of millions of discerning and
researching Americans is, IS A MAJOR CATASTROPHE AND
RADICAL CHANGE ABOUT TO HAPPEN IN OUR NATION???
For me, because of 18 years of researching this subject in depth, I believe that the answer is clear
and unmistakable. This is why I simply could not sleep this morning and took the time to PRAY-PRAYPRAY and stand on God's word for hope and miracles on behalf of our nation and for God's elect in this
desperate hour.

Christians in America, are you fasting and praying and preparing??? Those who faithfully
seek God in this hour, and who choose to abide in His Son Jesus Christ, will certainly find the peace
and confidence and reassurance necessary to successfully face America's coming times of unfolding
crisis.

"GOD IS OUR
REFUGE AND STRENGTH,
A VERY PRESENT HELP
IN TIME OF TROUBLE."
~Psalm 46:1~
-Pamela Rae Schuffert
****************************************
Postscript-Please note that this was revealed to me in 1999. The man who revealed this to me was with
the Air National Guard there, and his father was a NATO general with the USAF. His information was
true at that time.
However, the plans of the NWO are fluid and mobile. They can change as time goes on. Missiles may
have eventually been moved out of Ellsworth AFB in the years since he gave me this information, or
they may not have been.
But there are many other active OR closed military bases with missile silos that can be used as well,
and the military is NOT going to reveal to America their dark plans and false flag scenarios.
The fact remains that Washington DC has been targeted by the NWO to be taken out, DENVER has
already been designated the new Capitol of America under the NWO/martial law for it's military facilities
and central location, and the fact remains as revealed by military insiders that OUR OWN MISSILES in
some bases have been diverted to internal targets by NATO instruction and NWO planners, for false
flag attacks designed to indeed bring America under martial law through "disasters" later to be blamed

flag attacks designed to indeed bring America under martial law through "disasters" later to be blamed
on "AL-CIA-duh" or "Muslim terrorists" etc. It's any one's guess at this point.-Pamela Rae Schuffert

PAMELA RAE SCHUFFERT AT 6:18 PM
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deon a RoddenSeptember 30, 2012 7:52 AM
There is no doubt that the devil and his cronies are up to no good this we who believe know that is
true, but whether or not this info. is credible or not, what does it matter? If your heart has been
renewed and we are declared by Him to be His righteousness, His plans for us are good, good,
good and for those who are not His, then all we need to to do is preach Jesus til He returns.
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deon a RoddenSeptember 30, 2012 8:01 AM
These "are" the very last days folks, the time has come, this is no ferry tale, and if you did not
believe it before you better believe it now cause whether the White House is gonna be bombed by
our own forces and re- located to Denver Co. or not it does not matter.Do you have a right
relationship with Christ or not, are you sold out to Him? Cause that is "all" that matters now or
later. Mankind has snubbed their nose at our creator for too long now and His patience is at an
end, The U.S. will soon face His judgements and wrath as never before. If your nor ready you
better do it now cause you ain't got much longer. If you are ready you better get "the word out" to
others quick as you can cause they ain't got much longer either.
ReplyDelete
3.

judgeeveOctober 1, 2012 5:29 PM
Dear Pamela Rae Schuffert, God bless you for this information I am a Jerusalem born jew, for
whom Jesus is Lord ( a minister and a prophet-- a seer-into the body, past and future and a
healer- and have ministered all over the country for 20 years- and have been a part of some
amazing miracles-- which we need now). Over 30 years ago the Lord has shown me about the
holocaust in America-- and you should see how I have been persecuted for talking about my belief
in Jesus on TBN. Please see my website: www.90210holocaust.com- Also I now have an internet
radio show--JUDGE EVE, on alternate Saturdays, at 2:00 p.m. est- on:
http://www.bbsradio.com-station 1. My guest this week is TEENA MYERS-- an Assemblies of God
minister, a certified counselor and author ( to many publications) with her book:THE CITY THAT
PEOPLE FORGOT, New Orleans, where she has lived through Katrina and Isaac. Calls ins are
welcome- at: 1-888-627-6008- so please call in-- ALSO, I WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU TO BE
A GUEST ON A FUTURE SHOW- "as MY PEOPLE PERISH FOR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE" and
need to know about all of this .
God bless you richly- please contact me : judge eve ellingwood ( aka cohen sternlight) ret.-- email:
eejudgeeve79@gmail.com
ReplyDelete
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GordonOctober 3, 2012 7:30 AM
The Church in America needs to seriously awaken from her drowzy slumber. What has happened
to Israel in Biblical Times will happen to America. Jonathan Cahn's "ISAIAH 9:10" is ON
TARGET. But, as Pamela has revealed to us earlier, through her friend All Cuppett, that, God the
Father "YAHUVEH" has told their mutual friend, after he had been fasting and praying for
America regularly for a long time, that, for America "It is finished." There is no going back to
'Baseball and Apple Pie America." Her days of GOD-Blessed-Prosperity are OVER. It is now a
matter of individual soul-Salvation and the striving of GOD's people to walk in Love, Obedience
and Holiness before HIM. The King of kings "YAHUSHUA" (Hebrew Name of "JESUS CHRIST")
is soon to rapture His Bride and to return to Earth after the short-reign of the "false Jesus" the
Anti-Christ. During the Great Tribulation it will literally be Hell on Earth, as the presence of Satan
and his demons will literally engulf this Planet, by GOD's Decree of Judgment. Today is the day of
Salvation. Choose ye, this day, Whom ye shall serve.
Reply
http://www.americanholocaustcoming.blogspot.com/2012/09/washington-dc-destined-to-go-up-in.html
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4, 2012

"They" Hacked Into My Computer And SHUT IT DOWN After I Published THIS
REPORT
By Pamela Rae Schuffert presenting investigative journalism from a Biblical Christian perspective-

www.AmericanHolocaustComing.blogspot.com

I have learned through years of journalism, that you can KNOW your info
is accurate, when GOV/MIL retaliation strikes immediately afterwards.
And only recently it did!
The very night I published my report about internal missiles from our
bases secretly re-directed at Washington DC and other internal
targets for a martial law agenda, what must have been government
retaliation with the intent of stopping my reporting actually happened.
(See report
here: http://www.americanholocaustcoming.blogspot.com/2012/09/washin
gton-dc-destined-to-go-up-in.html )
I posted that report on my blog, sent it to some email recipients, and posted it on
www.BeforeItsNews.com. And later that evening, I carefully shut down the laptop I have been using for
reporting since I have been here, and finally went to bed.

Jumping out of bed the next morning, I rushed to the computer to turn it on to see what intel reports
from across the nation had come in, and discovered that THE COMPUTER WAS COMPLETELY
DEAD...fried...history! The computer was working fine the night before, and was a relatively new computer. I
realized that it had been hacked into and terminated.

How many of your realize that the government/military/intelligence have the power to do this
whenever and wherever they want to??? I discovered that a long time ago, when they fried my friend ED
PACK's computer after he got too smart, knew too much and talked too much. (He had actually warned me
about the OKC BOMBING 3 months BEFORE it happened, thanks to White House insiders he had links with
and later shared details with me. he had also been at WACO, filming it live as it happened.)They created a
power surge aimed at his home only, and fried all his electronics equipment and his computer especially.

One friend of mine, Sharon, lost her NEW computer after she let me use it at her home to type reports
with info exposing the NWO agenda. They created a power surge and blew out her modem, and she had to use
her warranty to get her new computer modem fully replaced...and refused to let me use her computer ever
since! She knew clearly what had happened...especially when her home was buzzed by two black military
helicopters every single night for a month, after I used her computer to post sensitive information.

They have super technology now that doesn't even have to use power surges, and can
permanently turn off your cell phone or computers, etc.

I realized that I may be on to something very BIG about disaster
planned by NWO forces to come to WASHINGTON DC. Not only did
they fry my computer the night after I reported on the potential for missiles
from our own bases to hit DC for a false flag/martial law disaster (and
other cities as well) but NOW various websites are carrying reports of
strange activities at MOUNT WEATHER, VA, hideout for the Washington
DC elites in case of nuclear threat, etc.
And www.BeforeItsNews.com is now reporting that OBAMA's WHITE
HOUSE SCHEDULE IS NOW EMPTY...and certain other elites are even
canceling their speaking engagements now...and people are wondering
whether A BIG FALSE FLAG DISASTER IS ABOUT TO COME DOWN,
including in Washington DC, for a "SHOCK-TOBER" MARTIAL LAW
TAKEOVER PRIOR TO ELECTIONS!!!
I have been praying intently all day long now, for God Himself to
restrain their NWO agenda insanity.
Thankfully, I have access to other computers and I have not missed
a day of reporting since the night they killed my donated laptop.

The Bible warns us Christians to WATCH and PRAY.
Well, if ever there was a time in America for Christians to do so, IT IS
NOW! PRAYER CAN HOLD BACK SUCH PLANNED HORRORS!
I have been praying hourly for God to cancel out NWO disasters
(false flags) for the sake of His elect and so many innocent victims,
in His great mercy. Many of us suspect they want to deliberately
disrupt the elections by false flag disasters, in order to trigger
martial law, and lock OBAMA INTO POWER.
You must pray, too. My reports are published with the intent of
raising up millions of prayer warriors across America, who can
intercede for our nation and help turn back the plans of the ungodly
for our nation in this critical hour.
-Pamela Rae Schuffert
PAMELA RAE SCHUFFERT AT 5:01 PM
LABELS: COMPUTER , GOVERNMENT , HACKED
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AnonymousOctober 5, 2012 7:58 AM
This is why you should download a copy of Knoppix OS and then your computer and router off of
a dedicated solar power system. Knoppix is a free, open source download. It runs from the disc, so
the hard drive is not utilized. Completely isolated and anon web surfing and posting immune to
viruses.
ReplyDelete
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Shaka ZuluOctober 8, 2012 3:20 PM
Guess what Pam? They will NEVER get my neck. I have 3 (three) guns, 2 fists, and teeth. I will die
before they forcibly lay a finger on me!!! Hopefully many of them will die first: For a thousand will
fall at my side and ten thousand at my right hand!
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Washington DC Destined by NWO to Go Up in Flames!
Saturday, September 29, 2012 12:04

% of readers think this story is Fact. Add your two cents.
The terrifying truth as revealed to me personally by a USAF insider
By Pamela Rae Schuffert presenting investigative journalism from a Biblical Christian perspective!!!"#$%&'()*+,-,()./01,$'*2"3-,2/4,0"(,$
No one can ever know the deep internal burden I bear regarding this kind of heavy information I have painstakingly uncovered throughout
the years. This morning I woke up around 4 A.M. and could not get back to sleep. I climbed out of bed, made some hot oatmeal, and spent
the early morning praying for our nation and against the coming holocaust of the innocents at the hands of NWO madmen and murderers.

I thought about all my years of research had uncovered. And then I began to ponder over recent information coming in from all across
America.
Reports of rogue Russian troops and Spetsnaz appearing in so many locations…evidence of troop movements…heavy military equipment
convoys reported moving across America…huge armored HOMELAND SECURITY vehicles being transported and prepositioned across the
nation…Washington DC governing elite now vacating DC …and so much more.

My readers know that I have long reported that FOREIGN TROOPS will be used to do the dirty work against the American people that our
own troops will be reluctant to perform against fellow Americans under martial law.
One reader sent me an email asking me if something were about to come down. I let her know that it certainly appears so!

By now so many Americans have become informed of the general NWO agenda for “Amerika”, to deliberately trigger martial law during the
election year to stop the elections, WHEN their NWO puppet President is firmly in place, so that they may thereby lock him into power as
DICTATOR FOR LIFE under martial law and THE NWO TAKEOVER OF AMERICA!

Many conspiracy theory researchers and commentators certainly admit that this SEEMS to be exactly what is being prepared to come down
soon!

I was given further insight into this, through an actual USAF insider, following a broadcast in Rapid City, SD, when I hosted my own
DEFENDERS OF LIBERTY broadcast.

After having broadcast live over a public phone in a public facility, I was approached by a man who had overheard my broadcast.
“I just heard your broadcast, and because of what you were talking about, I am going to give you information I was told by my father to
NEVER REPEAT. My father is an USAF NATO general working over in Europe for the NWO agenda. He told me that Ellsworth AFB lied to the
public, when they told them that the MISSILES HAD BEEN REMOVED FROM THE UNDERGROUND SILOS here in Ellsworth.”

Ellsworth AFB is right outside Rapid City, SD. I had even attended USAF church there several times.

“He admitted that those missiles had been secretly diverted by NATO sources fromEXTERNAL TARGETS outside America, now
toINTERNAL TARGETS for a NWO/martial law agenda…”

I informed this contact, who would only give me his admitted code name of BRAVO 6, that I already knew about this outrageous hidden
agenda to divert many of our own missiles now to internal targets within the CONUS (continental United States.)

AL CUPPETT (!!!"#51677899"(,$) my long term Pentagon info source and friend, had already confirmed this to me personally, as revealed
to him by a military general, who was visibly angered over this shocking discovery as he discussed it one day with Al.

“I believe you, “ I said. “Now tell me…where have these missiles from Ellsworth been aimed at?”

He named four locations.

“Washington, DC; Omaha, NE; Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado Springs, CO; and Rapid City, SD.”

The fact that Washington DC was named as one of the targets, perfectly confirmed what I had heard repeatedly
from NWO insiders: that Washington DC was destined to go up in smoke and flames to bring an end to the OLD
order of what was once our nation’s Capitol, and that the NEW Capitol of America under martial law and the
NEW WORLD ORDER was destined to be DENVER, COLORADO.

I had also received word that the CIA had been quietly relocating their offices from McLean, VA in the DC area, to DENVER. Other
government functions were doing so quietly as well. Still other government offices were relocating 50 miles or more outside Washington
DC.
DENVER, COLORADO
And NOW, we have reports of Congress vacating prematurely during this election year, and reports of strange activities centered around
the underground base MOUNT WEATHER,VIRGINIA, a place of safety for VIP’s and government elite in the case of national emergency or
martial law, and so much more happening across the nation.

The question on the lips and minds of millions of discerning and researching Americans is,IS A MAJOR CATASTROPHE AND RADICAL CHANGE
ABOUT TO HAPPEN IN OUR NATION???

For me, because of 18 years of researching this subject in depth, I believe that the answer is clear and unmistakable. This is why I simply
could not sleep this morning and took the time toPRAY-PRAY-PRAY and stand on God’s word for hope and miracles on behalf of our nation
and for God’s elect in this desperate hour.

Christians in America, are you fasting and praying and preparing??? Those who faithfully seek God in this hour,
and who choose to abide in His Son Jesus Christ, will certainly find the peace and confidence and reassurance
necessary to successfully face America’s coming times of unfolding crisis.
“GOD IS OUR
REFUGE AND STRENGTH,
A VERY PRESENT HELP
IN TIME OF TROUBLE.”
~Psalm 46:1~

-Pamela Rae Schuffert
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2012/09/washington-dc-destined-by-nwo-to-go-up-in-flames-2473226.html
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Iʼd rather die fighting for freedom than to live as a slave of the NWO and thatʼs what I plan on doing.
SEP 29, 2012, 5:45 PM Reply

!

PhilippinoBob

Get out of USA if you love freedom. Thatʼs what thousands of Americans are doing right now.
They see whatʼs coming and they donʼt want to be part of the coming mess.
SEP 29, 2012, 8:09 PM Reply
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Nam Marine

Then “They” are NOT Americans. They are Americanʼts!
OCT 1, 2012, 4:47 PM

·
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HORSE HOCKEY
SEP 29, 2012, 7:46 PM Reply
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I think it is pronounce Horse Puckey
SEP 29, 2012, 10:02 PM Reply
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Anonymous

THIS WOMAN PAM IS KNOWN TO ME PERSONALLY…SHE IS NOT B.S.ING…BTW, WHAT A HIDEOUS AVATAR!
WHAT ARE U, A LUCIFERIAN SHILL?…
OCT 1, 2012, 12:42 AM

·
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i live in Baltimore Maryland not a long drive to dc so will i be affected

SEP 29, 2012, 11:02 PM Reply
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Thank you for sharing this information. to hear you put all these stories Iʼve heard for the past few weeks together in one article and then add your
information to it makes more sense for me. Iʼm so sorry. I too shall pray and pray and pray. I wondered why I got the message I did from Jesus last
night.
Please if you or anyone should write or talk more, please help the poor to understand what they might need to do to protect themselves. I think of
them needing their medicines and what they should do just to fill their basic needs for a few days, worries me. But first I shall pray. Jesus will be
heard.Which can mean that there can be large volumes of angels involved. They shall blow their trumpets and make their sound. We know of
earthquakes but when the heavens sound and the atmosphere quake when they are present, even those who would do such a thing shall be denied.
And finally, play the sounds and the songs of the lord. Let them fill the air starting now.
SEP 30, 2012, 12:45 AM Reply
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Omaha, Nebraska is where the Luciferians met and transferred children from Boyʼs Town all over the country. See The Franklin Cover-Up. Colorado
Springs is near the back up government facilities for the US in the event of a DC attack. So the people at Rapid City are aiming a nuke at
themselves? Hmmm
SEP 30, 2012, 11:33 AM Reply
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Please, Please, Please, let you know who, be home in DC
SEP 30, 2012, 11:55 AM Reply

·
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SAY, Q…THIS WOMAN PAM IS KNOWN TO ME…THIS IS NOT HORSE PUCKEY.
BTW…WHAT A HIDEOUS AVATAR – WHAT ARE U, A PAID LUCIFERIAN SHILL?
OCT 1, 2012, 12:45 AM Reply
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The “coming” holocaust of the innocents? The holocaust of innocents began back in 1973 when the US Supreme Court legalized abortion on
demand. Since then, over 50 million unborn American kids have been slaughtered in abortion clinic Satan temples.
OCT 1, 2012, 5:01 AM Reply
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Anonymous

So weʼd now have 50 MILLION unfed adults we would have to house and feed today, right?
OCT 2, 2012, 10:00 AM Reply
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Pam is proven liar: http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/pam.htm
OCT 1, 2012, 8:03 AM Reply
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You see!……………..Some good comes out of everything!
OCT 1, 2012, 4:46 PM Reply
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Ok, a major B.S. flag just went up on this story concerning the ICBM,s at Ellsworth. Now I donʼt know where they are now, but they sure arenʼt
missiles in silos around South Dakota! People, Iʼve stood on top of the things! Thereʼs nothing but a fence around dirt now, and some are used for

hay corrals. The LCFʼs (Launch Control Facilityʼs) are empty for the most part, some private citizens hold, and one at Juliet Flight is now a Bed and
Breakfast! Want to see? Go look! You can tour the place.
And consider if Rapid City was targeted? What about Ellsworth itself a few miles away? Baloney. I donʼt know who these people are who told her
this stuff, but itʼs a bunch of lies.
OCT 1, 2012, 5:43 PM Reply
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lindarosemary

Thank you Stifle Yourself. I say it is pure crap. We were stationed there for three years. Rapid city is of no strategic importance, so why point a
missile at a small city of 65,000. I detest these crap bag articles. If an enemy wanted to take out the base, I could see that, since it is a bomber base,
but not the town.
OCT 3, 2012, 9:48 AM Reply
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if the missiles donʼt get you, then the guillotines will. right pam? fear business as usual at the disinfo factory.
OCT 1, 2012, 6:09 PM Reply
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My first-flash-reaction to this was SURE! ROME …just like they´ve done before – in their first (?) big “false-flag”: Nero->burning->Rome! …. think
about it: they are not creative and use the same basic meme on us over and again! Time to >>WAKE-UP and SMELL the SLIME!
OCT 2, 2012, 2:22 AM Reply
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If DC goes in up in flames then we will be 50 United States again. Donʼt need those idiots anyway.
OCT 2, 2012, 7:27 AM Reply
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I like, no love, the idea of DC in ashes! Fire is so cleansing! So much to clean up in DC!
OCT 2, 2012, 10:05 AM Reply
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This is B.S. Letʼs do the math:
“I overheard your broadcast and Iʼm going to give you some info my father (a general) told me to never repeat…”
So “Bravo 6″ ???? repeats what his father told him not to, not to mention the generalʼs son has a code name??
?????
OCT 2, 2012, 10:53 AM Reply
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There are other questions which need answering
Such as:
a bit of a coincidence that the underground bunkers at DC have been left unused and new bunkers elsewhere have been constructed
Of course – there are those dreams that many people have had of Washington DC under a hundred feet of water…
Then there is the expected collapse of the Madrid fault – this is likely to happen if the Canary Island lets go (and sends that hundred feet of water
over Washington)
So…I am not certain that the field is clear!
OCT 2, 2012, 3:55 PM Reply
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This article is strictly CRAP.

Thereʼs no reason for a missile to be aimed at Rapid City. At D.C. I can understand, but Rapid City? Thatʼs ludicrous. We were stationed at Ellsworth
for three years, and lived in Rapid City. That city is of no strategic important what so ever.
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